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ABSTRACT: A new methodology for classifying fragment
combinations and characterizing pseudonatural products (PNPs)
is described. The source code is based on open-source tools and is
organized as a Python package. Tasks can be executed individually
or within the context of scalable, robust workflows. First, structures
are standardized and duplicate entries are filtered out. Then,
molecules are probed for the presence of predefined fragments. For
molecules with more than one match, fragment combinations are
classified. The algorithm considers the pairwise relative position of
fragments within the molecule (fused atoms, linkers, intermediary
rings), resulting in 18 different possible fragment combination
categories. Finally, all combinations for a given molecule are
assembled into a fragment combination graph, with fragments as
nodes and combination types as edges. This workflow was applied to characterize PNPs in the ChEMBL database via comparison of
fragment combination graphs with natural product (NP) references, represented by the Dictionary of Natural Products. The Murcko
fragments extracted from 2000 structures previously described were used to define NP fragments. The results indicate that ca. 23%
of the biologically relevant compounds listed in ChEMBL comply to the PNP definition and that, therefore, PNPs occur frequently
among known biologically relevant small molecules. The majority (>95%) of PNPs contain two to four fragments, mainly (>95%)
distributed in five different combination types. These findings may provide guidance for the design of new PNPs.

■ INTRODUCTION
Natural products (NPs) are a rich source of inspiration for drug
discovery, and compounds derived from or inspired by NP
structure constitute a major fraction of currently available
drugs.1,2 In light of this proven relevance, design and synthesis of
novel bioactive compounds can benefit from the inclusion of
structural properties derived from NPs. We have recently
introduced the concept of pseudonatural products3−5 (PNPs) as
novel NP-inspired compound classes which combine the
biological relevance of NPs with the efficient exploration of
chemical space by fragment-based compound design.6 In PNPs,
NP-derived fragments are combined in unprecedented arrange-
ments which are not available by current biosynthesis pathways.
They inherit the biological relevance of NPs, yet explore
biologically relevant regions of chemical space not accessed by
nature, and it can be expected that PNPs may have novel or
different bioactivity and targets compared to the guiding NPs.
Synthesis and biological evaluation of several PNP collections

provided proof-of-principle for the concept (Figure 1). For
instance, the fusion of indole- with morphan fragments and
chromane- with tetrahydropyrimidinone fragments, respec-
tively, resulted in the indomorphan7 1 and chromopynone8 5
compound classes, which define novel inhibitors of the glucose
transporters GLUT-1 and -3. Moreover, fusion of the indole and
tropane fragments yielded the indotropane compound class,

from which Myokinasib9 2, a MLCK1 inhibitor, could be
identified. Another recent PNP class is the indocinchona
alkaloids10 which are obtained by fusion of indole and cinchona
alkaloid fragments. Among this compound class, Azaquindole-1
3 inhibited the lipid kinase VPS34, thereby suppressing
starvation- and rapamycin-induced autophagy. The recombina-
tion of pyridine and dihydropyran fragments led to the pyrano-
furo-pyridone11 PNPs 6, novel reactive oxygen species inducers
and inhibitors of mitochondrial complex I. Li et al. mimicked the
biosynthesis of penilactones by synthesis of the PNP
penindolone12 4, constituted of an indole and two clavatol
fragments. Penindolone showed broad-spectrum anti-influenza
A activity. Similarly, Yuan et al. combined the benzodiazepine
and isoindolinone scaffolds, found in many drugs and NPs and
endowed with broad biological activity, into tetracyclic
benzodiazepine-fused isoindolinones 7.13
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In addition, cheminformatic analysis revealed that large
screening libraries are biased toward biogenic molecules that
proteins have evolved to recognize, that is, NPs and related
compound classes.14 This bias may reflect the historical focus of
medicinal chemistry on NPs and the resulting synthesis efforts.
These observations suggest that compound classes that match

the PNP definitionmight have been synthesized and biologically
evaluated before, without inspiration by the PNP design
principle, for instance, driven by intuitive inclusion of different
NP structures in medicinal chemistry and chemical biology
synthesis programs (Figure 1).
For instance, the cycloocta[b]indole compound class,15 which

was designed and synthesized following the biology-oriented
synthesis principle based on the NPmacroline and which targets
the mycobacterial phosphatase MptpB, could be described as
the result of the fusion of indole and piperidone fragments.
Therefore, in hindsight it was termed indopipenone3 8. Other
examples include the carbazopyrrolone16 11 and pyrrofurano-
lactone17 9 compound classes. In some cases, bioactivity could
be detected, for example, for piperazopyridones18 12 (TRPV6
calcium channel inhibitors), diazaspiro alkanes19 13 (dopamine

D3 antagonists), and thiazolo-nootkatones20 10 (antimicrobial
agents).
Hence, PNPs might already constitute a larger fraction of

currently available and applied bioactive small molecules. They
might have proven to be endowed with biological relevance in
general, to display diverse bioactivity, and to constitute already
widely explored NP inspired chemotypes in chemical biology
andmedicinal chemistry research and drug discovery. Such wide
application and exploration would validate the PNP principle in
a general sense.
In order to explore this possibility, we have analyzed the

ChEMBL21 database, which lists biologically relevant small
molecules including their structure and activity, for compounds
that conform to the PNP definition. We report that ca. 23% of
the biologically relevant compounds listed in ChEMBL and
considered in the analysis can be classified as PNPs and that,
therefore, PNPs occur frequently among known biologically
relevant small molecules. Based on our analysis, we conclude
that the majority (>95%) of PNPs in ChEMBL represent
combinations of two to four fragments and five fragment
combination types. This finding may provide guidance for the
design of new PNPs.

Figure 1. Examples of PNP scaffolds. Red and blue colors denote NP fragments.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For identification and analysis of the NP fragments and NP
fragment combinations, we established an analysis package
written in Python 3 and termed it natural product fragment
combination (NPFC). NPFC consists of a set of modules and
scripts and employs the open-source libraries RDKit22 (v.
2020.09.1) for processing chemical structures, Pandas23 (v.
1.1.4) for data handling, Networkx24 (v. 2.5) for representing
fragment connectivity as graphs, and Snakemake25 (v. 5.27.4),
for coordinating the different tasks as workflows. The modules
and scripts comprise preparation steps including different
filtering operations, fragment search, combination and classi-
fication steps, establishment of fragment combination graphs,
and finally PNP annotation (Figure 2).
For the analysis, three different data sets were employed, that

is, NP fragments to be used in the fragment search, data for NPs,
and the fragment combinations in them and synthetic non-
natural compounds listed in ChEMBL to be analyzed for
fragment and fragment combination content.
Preparation of the Data Sets. For the identification of NP

fragments, we employed a set of structurally diverse and
biologically relevant 2000 NP-derived fragments, obtained
through cycles of side chain pruning and ring degeneration, as
described by Over et al.26 (Figure 3), and available in SDF
format. The processing of fragments consisted in two main
steps: the preparation of the data set (load, standardize,
deduplicate, see below) and the annotation of fragment
combination points. Five structures in the data set could not
be parsed and converted to the RDKit format and were manually
curated (see the Supporting Information).
Subsequently, the input file was loaded without errors into a

Pandas DataFrame with structures in RDKit format. Next, a set
of sequential tasks was applied to the structures for stand-
ardization. First, records with empty structures are filtered out.
Mixtures are cleared, preferring the largest, nonlinear organic

compound possible. Structures were further altered using the
functionalities of MolVS27 as implemented within RDKit. Thus,
atoms were set to the most common isotope only, functional
groups were normalized in their representation (e.g., charge-
separate nitro groups), formal charges were removed whenever
possible, the canonical tautomer was enumerated, and stereo-
chemistry information was removed. Finally, Murcko scaffolds
were extracted from the structures, followed by another round of

Figure 2. Workflows applied to the different data sets. (A) The workflow for fragments. (B) The workflow for NPs (DNP). (B) The workflow for
synthetic compounds (ChEMBL). The number of remaining molecules at each step is displayed below the tasks when changes occur. Below it, the
percentage of remaining molecules in regards to the initial number is displayed in gray. Above the tasks, the number of observed elements is displayed
when different from molecules. FHits, fragment hits; FC, fragment combinations; TP, true positive; FP, false positive; FCG, fragment combination
graphs.

Figure 3. NP-derived fragments. The structures generated by Over et
al.26 were used as a basis for defining the NP-derived fragments used
here. The benzene fragment was removed from the prepared NP-
fragment data set.
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removing formal charges. None of these steps resulted in the
elimination of compounds from the data set.
Duplicate structures were then filtered out using InChI Key as

identity, decreasing the size of the data set to 1673 entries (84%
of the initial data set). To obtain the best possible depiction for
each structure, different methods available in the RDKit were
applied to generate 2D coordinates (CoordGen and rdDepic-
tor). A third-party library28 was employed to score the
depictions based on their number of overlapping bonds and
atoms and to keep the depiction with the lowest score. Input
coordinates were considered as well, when available.
Finally, to identify redundant fragment orientations in

combinations, symmetry classes within the structures were
annotated as fragment combination points by performing a
fragment search of each fragment within itself.29

To define the NP chemical space, the Dictionary of Natural
Products30 (DNP, 318,271 records), which is the result of a
comprehensive curation and integration of NP structures with
known biological origin, was consulted. The corresponding
input SDF had first to be converted to UNIX format using the
dos2unix utility, before it could be processed. Stereochemical
information was absent from the structures provided by the
supplier, therefore the analysis was performed without regarding
stereochemical information.
To scale up the computation on a cluster, the input SDF was

split into chunks of 5000 entries, for a total of 64 chunks, which
were then processed almost completely independently.
Molecules were converted to RDKit format with minimal losses

(0.13% of the initial data set), with most errors due to
incompatibility in aromaticity perception by the RDKit.
Structures were standardized with the following procedure.

First, empty structures were removed (9.15% of the initial data
set). Then, metal atoms were disconnected from the structures,
and organic nonlinear minor compounds were extracted from
mixtures, when applicable. To remove sugar units in NPs,31 an
in-house script was developed using the RDKit, to detect sugar-
like rings and peel them off iteratively, starting from the outer
layer on the molecule. A set of filters was then applied to remove
unwanted entries, based on the number of heavy atoms (x ≥ 4,
0.03%), molecular weight (x ≤ 1000.0 Da, 1.25%), number of
rings (x ≥ 1, 7.26%), and chemical elements (only authorized:
H, B, C, N, O, F, P, S, Cl, Br, I, 0.08%). Since the structures were
altered from earlier operations, they were explicitly sanitized to
update the various computational properties of atoms and bonds
and possibly avoid errors downstream. Isotopes were then set to
their default, the most occurring form, and functional groups
were normalized. Then, charges were removed on molecules
wherever possible, canonical tautomers enumerated, and, for
consistency, stereochemical information removed when appli-
cable. Finally, the structures were regenerated from SMILES. To
avoid longer computational times, due to only a small fraction of
problematic structures in the data set, a timeout was set to 10 s
per molecule for the entire standardization (1.43% of the data
was removed by the timeout).
For deduplication, a common reference file was used for all

chunks. This reference file contained the list of all already
processed compounds, identified by InChI keys. A lock system

Figure 4.The decision tree applied for classification of fragment combinations. Fragments are highlighted in red and green; fused atoms and bonds are
highlighted in both red and green; and intermediary ring (IR) is defined as a ring directly located between both fragments.
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was applied to ensure that this file could be accessed (read and
write) by only one chunk at the time. This method allowed each
chunk to safely filter out duplicate structures contained by itself
as well as duplicate structures found in other chunks. Since the
stereochemistry was not considered, a large portion of the data
set (28.67%) was found to be duplicates and was therefore
filtered out, further decreasing the size of the data set to 165,467
records (52% of the initial data set).
To define synthetic compounds, the ChEMBL data set was

downloaded from the official Web site32 as a single SDF of
1,941,411 structures, then divided in 389 chunks of 5000
records. For consistency, the exact same preparation protocol as
described above for the DNP was applied, which decreased the
total number of entries to 1,668,022 (85.92%), mainly due to
filters: duplicates (9.25%), molecular weight (1.70%), timeout
(1.21%), and number of rings (1.06%).
Additionally, NPs were removed from the ChEMBL data set

to better differentiate NPs from synthetic compounds. To
achieve this, duplicate structures of DNP inside of ChEMBL
were filtered out by means of InChI Key comparison, decreasing
the synthetic data set to 1,632,769 (84.10%) records.
Fragment Search. A substructure search was performed to

identify all fragments occurring in the NPs (fragment hits).
Initial results showed an abundance of the benzene fragment,
accounting for, respectively, 16% and 38% of all fragments hits in
DNP and ChEMBL. This high prevalence, in particular for
ChEMBL, reflected in subsequent results, introduced a bias in
our conclusions (see the Supporting Information for complete
results). Benzene was therefore removed from the fragment pool
and was not further considered in this study.
Following this procedure, 140,676 molecules (85% of the

remaining molecules) were found to contain at least one NP
fragment, for a total of 725,631 fragment hits. This high
proportion observed for NPs containing NP fragments was
expected, especially since the fragments originated from an
earlier version of the same database (DNP 18.2).26

As for the NPs, the benzene was also removed from the pool
of fragments used for the fragment search in ChEMBL which
resulted in 4,160,454 fragment hits, for a total of 1,431,453
compounds (73.73% of the initial data set).
Fragment Combination. The initial classification pro-

posed by Karageorgis et al.7 introduced five different
connectivity types, that is, monopodal and bipodal connections
as well as spiro, edge, and bridged fusions. To better capture the
complexity of NP fragment arrangements, we extended this
classification and considered up to 18 fragment combinations
and grouped them in categories, types, and subtypes, when
applicable. For this step, only the fragment atoms found in rings
were considered for the classification of combinations. For each
molecule, all possible fragment pairs were investigated
independently.
The first step of our algorithm for classifying fragment

combinations was to identify atoms involved in a fusion between
both fragments. If any combination was found, then the
combination category was defined as “fusion”. The number of
fused atoms then determined the type of fusion (see Figure 4 for
a graphical depiction):

n = 1 fused atom: spiro

n = 2 fused atoms: edge

3 ≤ n ≤ 5 fused atoms: bridged

n > 5 fused atoms: linker

This resulted in four classes of fusions: fusion spiro (fs), fusion
edge (fe), fusion bridged (fb), and fusion linker (fl).
The combinations of fragments that did not have any fused

atoms were categorized as connections. Intermediary rings
between both fragments were defined as rings in the molecule
that contained fused atoms with both fragments. The number of
identified intermediary rings determined the number of distinct
paths that led one fragment to another. This number defined the
degree of connection of the combination:

n = 1 path: monopodal (no intermediary ring)
n = 2 paths: bipodal (1 intermediary ring)
n = 3 paths: tripodal (2 intermediary rings)
n > 3 paths: other (>2 intermediary rings)

For instance, a bipodal connection could be described as two
fragments having no fused atoms with each other but sharing
one intermediary ring between them.
A subtype was defined for bipodal connections and of higher

degree as well. For each intermediary ring, the atoms from each
fragment that were also present in the intermediary ring
constituted the fragment connection points (CP). Hence, the
number of CPs indicated the interface exposure of each
fragment with the intermediary ring considered. For consis-
tency, the same nomenclature used for the type of fusions was
applied:

n = 1 CP for any of the two fragments: spiro
n = 2 CP for both fragments: edge
3 ≤ n ≤ 5 CP for any of the two fragments: bridged
n > 5 CP for any of the two fragments: linker

Since there could be multiple intermediary rings, several
subtypes could be available. Thus, a priority had to be set to
decide the subtype of the connection, considering all
intermediary rings. The following order was retained to highlight
less common fragment combinations: linker > spiro > bridged >
edge.
For fragment combinations with no intermediary rings, a

distinction was made between monopodal connections (frag-
ments connected through a linker) and annulated connections,
where both fragments belonged to the same ring complex but
were separated by more than one ring.
In total, 14 fragment combinations (see Figure 4) were found

to be connections: connection monopodal (cm), connection
annulated (ca), connection bipodal spiro (cbs), connection
bipodal edge (cbe), connection bipodal bridged (cbb),
connection bipodal linker (cbl), connection tripodal spiro
(cts), connection tripodal edge (cte), connection tripodal
bridged (ctb), connection tripodal linker (ctl), connection other
spiro (cos), connection other edge (coe), connection other
bridged (cob), and connection other linker (col).
In addition to the 18 fragment combination categories

described above (fusions and connections), three cases were
considered to be false positives. The first class of false positives
occurred when two fragments were too far apart from each other
in the molecule. A maximum distance threshold, for considering
two fragments to have a meaningful combination, was set to 3
intermediary atoms between both fragments. Any combination
with more intermediary atoms than the threshold was
systematically ignored (connection false positive cut off, cfc).
These combinations were directly filtered out during classi-
fication and were therefore not included in the count of false
positives at the end of the computation.
The second class of false positives concerned fragment

inclusion. If one fragment completely contained another, then
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the other fragment was simply a substructure of the first
fragment (fusion false positive substructure, ffs). In this case,
only the larger fragment was retained for the analysis.
The third class of false positives was found for fragment hits

with a large proportion of atoms in common. The results
indicated that they were not actually fused by synthesis design,
but rather overlapping as an artifact of the fragment search. To
identify such cases, an arbitrary rule was established that if the
atoms in common between the two fragments constituted a full
ring in the molecule, then it was not considered to be a proper
fusion, but rather an overlap of the fragments (fusion false
positive overlap, ffo).
Finally, molecules with at least one valid combination were

kept at the end of this step. For NPs, this step amounted to
110,237 remaining NPs accounting for a total of 2,880,379
fragment combinations. Half of those combinations (48.84%)
were actually false positives (ffs or ffo) and the vast majority of
the remaining NPs contained at least one ffs combination
(84.72%), up to a maximum of 14, whereas about half (47.63%)
contained at least one ffo combination (up to 9). Only 12.07% of
the NPs at that stage had no false positive combinations.
For ChEMBL, this step resulted in 989,296 molecules

(50.96% of the initial data set), accounting for 6,110,274
fragment combinations. Also, in this case, only less than half of
the identified combinations (46.13%) constituted valid frag-
ment combinations. The majority of synthetic compounds
(68.67%) contained at least one false positive combination, with
ffs combinations being much more represented than ffo
combinations (respectively 66.55% and 13.76% of remaining
compounds having at least one of those).
Fragment Combination Graph. To represent the entire

fragment connectivity, fragment combinations were assembled
into fragment combination graphs (FCG), with fragment types
(represented by fragment ids) as nodes (i.e., frag 1, 258, etc.)
and combinations as edges (cm, fe, etc.).
In case of false positive combinations ffs (one fragment was a

substructure of another), only the larger fragment was
considered for the analysis, hence avoiding redundant edges.
Moreover, fragment graphs that contained overlapping frag-
ments were considered to represent alternative fragment
connectivities and were therefore split up into different FCGs.
To avoid a combinatorial explosion of the number of graphs due
to overlaps, a maximum threshold of five overlaps (ffo
combinations) was set per molecule. Structures above this
threshold were filtered out. In addition, graphs containing
disconnected subgraphs were separated into new entries as well.
Only graphs containing at least one valid fragment

combination were further considered, decreasing the final
number of NPs in the data set to 28,386 structures (8.92% of
the initial size), for a total of 35,477 fragment combination
graphs.
For ChEMBL, the assembly of FCGs resulted in further

reduction of the data set size by half (437,071 structures, 22.51%
of the initial data set). The relatively low amount of ffo
combinations resulted inmost molecules containing only 1 FCG
(86.24%), for a total of 459,259 graphs.
PNP Filtering. A PNP was defined as a synthetic compound

with a NP fragment connectivity not found in any known NP.
Hence, each FCG of a probedmolecule was compared with each
graph of every NP. In case that the probed molecule’s FCG
differed from each NP graph by at least one fragment
combination, the FCG was labeled as PNP. In contrast, if an
NP graph is found to contain the same fragment combinations as

the probed molecule graph, the latter was labeled as NP-like
because it represents fragment combinations found in a NP.
This can lead to a situation that one molecule can contain graphs
with PNP- and NP-like character at the same time. If at least one
graph of the probed molecule was labeled as PNP, then the
molecule was identified as a PNP. Otherwise, it was labeled as
NP-like.
To prioritize innovative fragment combinations rather than

repetitions, the number of occurrences of a fragment
combination was not considered during comparison. Indeed, a
molecule with three repeated fragment combinations would be
matched with a molecule containing only one of the same
fragment combinations.
The pairwise comparison of the 459,259 FCGs from

ChEMBL with each of the 35,477 FCGs from the DNP resulted
in the identification of 344,394 PNPs (example in Figure 5).
This accounted for 78.80% of the remaining synthetic
compounds, that is, containing at least two NP-derived
fragments involved in at least one meaningful combination,
and 17.62% of the whole ChEMBL data set.

Comparison of NPs and PNPs. The connectivity of most
PNP NP fragments could be captured with only one FCG per
molecule (1.05 on average), whereas more FCGs per molecules
were required for NPs (1.25 on average). This observation was
consistent with NPs having proportionally three times more ffo
combinations than synthetic compounds and a fortiori PNPs.
For analyzing results, all FCGs of a molecule were merged into
one, while common parts where only considered once.
The large majority of PNPs (95.58%) contains 2−4 NP

fragments, whereas this number ranged more widely from 2 to 7
fragments for NPs (98.77%, Figure 6A). These values did not
vary for PNPs, when considering every fragment type only once
per molecule (96.29% had 2−4 fragments, Figure 6B). The
impact on NPs was much more noticeable, with 99.59% having
1−7 fragments, indicating that NPs had more repeated
fragments than PNPs. The number of occurrences of each
fragment type was measured for both data sets (1.05 ± 0.18 for
PNPs and 1.15 ± 0.41 for NPs) and validated this assumption.
The 10 most abundant fragments observed in PNPs (Figure

6C) accounted for 43.72% of all fragment hits for that data set
and were mostly (7 of 10) constituted of nitrogen-containing
single rings, with half of them being aromatic. For NPs (Figure
6D), the top 10 fragments represented 42.55% of all fragment
hits and consisted mostly (9 of 10) in nonaromatic rings. Half of
the most occurring fragments contained only carbon, and the
only heteroatom was oxygen.
To assess how much of the molecular topology was captured

with our fragment connectivity description, the molecule
coverage by fragments was calculated as the percentage of
heavy atoms found in fragments compared to the total number
of heavy atoms of the molecule (Figure 6E). The molecule
coverage by fragments was very similar for PNPs and NPs (61%
± 17 and 60% ± 16, respectively, on average, with standard
deviations as margins). The distribution shape of both data sets
was further analyzed using the SciPy33 library (see the
Supporting Information). The distribution shape for both NPs
and PNPs was found to be bimodal, with a main peak (at 66%
and 58%, respectively) followed by a smaller one at 100%.
Although the distribution shape looked in both cases mostly
symmetrical and bell-shaped, the distributions were not found to
be Gaussian. Since NPs frequently have multiple substituents
and side chains, we computed the molecule coverage while
considering only rings and linkers in molecules (Figure 6F).
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This resulted in an increase of the molecule coverage for PNPs
(74% ± 19) and to a stronger extent for NPs (88% ± 17). The
distribution shapes are very different for both data sets. For NPs,
the shape showed two small peaks at 68% and 90%, followed by a
very high peak at 100%. The computation of kurtosis and skew
indicated that the distribution was significantly more peaked
than is to be expected from a normal distribution (kurtosis =
1.61) and was significantly skewed to the left (skew = −1.54).
For PNPs, three peaks were also observed at 69%, 95%, and
100%. Although the latter was the most peaked of all, the
difference was not as important as for NPs. The distribution was
found to be significantly less skewed as well (skew =−0.30) and

overall slightly flatter than a Gaussian distribution (kurtosis =
−0.96). No distribution was found to be Gaussian.
The 18 fragment combination categories were identified with

different frequencies for the two data sets. For NPs, fragments
were found to be involved in 78,603 combinations in total,
which were divided into eight main classes (Figure 7): fusion
edge (fe, 35.53% of all combinations), connection monopodal
(cm, 27.85%), fusion bridged (fb, 9.45%), connection bipodal
edge (cbe, 8.79%), fusion spiro (fs, 5.13%), connection
annulated (ca, 5.01%), connection bipodal bridged (cbb,
4.11%), and connection bipodal spiro (cbs, 3.17%). For
PNPs, the fragment combinations (721,962 in total) most
frequently were connection monopodal (cm, 76.60%) and
fusion edge (fe, 15.68%). Other significant combinations
observed were fusion spiro (fs, 2.07%), connection bipodal
edge (cbe, 1.85%) and fusion bridged (fb, 1.81%), indicating
that 98.01% of all PNPs analyzed here were represented by only
five different types of combinations.
Given this high proportion of PNPs identified in the data set

(78.80%), we investigated whether the synthesis and biological
analysis of PNPs in the literature was rather a new trend or
whether such compounds have historically been reported in
comparable numbers. Structures were annotated with the
earliest publication dates available, as indicated in ChEMBL
(Figure 8). Considering our data set of NP-derived fragments
and using the DNP as NP reference, the results clearly indicate
that preparation of PNPs has been consistently described over
the last 45 years. Remarkably, the percentage of PNPs in
published structures per year in ChEMBL increased from 9.81%
(±3.08) on average for 1976−2000 to 18.26% (±4.04) for
2000−2018.
To investigate whether the same fragments were connected in

the same orientation in synthetic compounds andNPs, fragment
connection points were considered in addition to the fragment
types (nodes) and combination classes (edges), when
annotating PNPs. This resulted in a significant increase in the
proportion of PNPs, that is, from 78.80% to 89.49% of the
remaining synthetic compounds (Figure 9), suggesting that the
orientation of fragments varies significantly in combinations
across synthetic compounds and NPs.

PNP Scaffolds. The fragment connectivity of PNPs,
represented as FCGs, was used to define molecular scaffolds.
The fragment and combination types together with the fragment
connection points information allowed to identify 117,184
unique scaffolds. 25.96% of these scaffolds were represented by
only one PNP, whereas more than half of them (52.65%)
accounted for small collections of 1−5 compounds and 94.76%
contained up to 100 members (Figure 10). For comparison,
Murcko scaffolds were extracted from the PNPs as well,
amounting to 196,321 unique Murcko scaffolds, which are
mostly singletons (73.19%). 91.50% of the unique Murcko
scaffold types consisted in collections of up to 10 PNP
structures, whereas 98.79% contained up to 100 compounds.
These data suggest that the PNPs identified in the ChEMBL
database consist of a large number of smaller collections of
different compound classes and not of a few large compound
libraries.

■ CONCLUSION
We have developed a computational method for preprocessing
molecular structures, classifying fragment combinations and
characterizing PNPs using a graph approach. To this end, a set of
2000 biologically relevant and diverse NP-derived fragments,

Figure 5. Example of a PNP (CHEMBL2311179). (A) Structure with
highlighted NP-derived fragments. Fused atoms and bonds are
highlighted with both colors of each fragment. (B) Corresponding
fragment combination graph, with nodes annotated with fragment
structures and IDs and edges annotated with fragment combination
classes.
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previously described by Over et al.,26 was used to define the

fragment space. During the preparation of the fragments,

Murcko scaffolds were extracted. This frequently resulted in the

generation of the benzene ring as a fragment, which was found to

be overrepresented in ChEMBL. The benzene ring was

therefore removed from the fragment pool, yielding a total of
1673 NP fragments.
The Dictionary of Natural Products (DNP) was used to

define the chemical space represented by NPs. The 1673 NP
fragments were searched within each of the NP structures after
preparation. Fragment combinations were classified using the

Figure 6.Comparison of PNPs and NPs. (A) Number of fragments per molecule. (B) Number of unique fragments per molecule (each fragment type
is counted only once). (C) Ten most occurring fragments in PNPs. (D) Ten most frequently occurring fragments in NPs. (E) Molecule coverage by
fragments per molecule, defined as the ratio of the number of heavy atoms found in fragments to the total number of heavy atoms of the molecule. (F)
Molecule coverage by fragment per molecule, while considering only rings and linkers in molecules.
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relative position of fragment pairs within the molecules,
resulting in 18 different possible categories, which ultimately
might be employed to design synthesis targets and efforts.
Fragment connectivity was represented as one, or possibly

several, alternate graphs of fragments (nodes) and combinations
(edges).
The same protocol was applied to the ChEMBL database used

to represent synthetic compounds, with the additional step of
filtering NPs from the data set using standardized molecule
identity (InChI Key) before fragment search. Fragment
combination graphs from synthetic compounds were then
compared with the graphs obtained previously from the NPs to
identify PNPs, that is, synthetic compounds containing NP-
derived fragments in combinations that could not be found in
any NP structure.
A high percentage of the synthetic compounds remaining at

the end of the pipeline matched the PNP criteria (78.80%).
These PNPs usually contained 2−4 fragments, involved in 5
main types of combinations (cm, fe, fs, cbe, and fb). The
orientation of the fragments within the combinations was
investigated as well, while considering symmetry, by adding
another criterion to the comparison of fragment combination
graphs. Results indicated that the orientation of fragments varied
in synthetic compounds compared to NPs, which led to an
increase of the rate of PNPs to 88.98% of synthetic compounds
remaining at the end of the pipeline.
Stereochemistry was not considered during during the

analysis described above, as the methodology is independent
of stereochemical information. The results obtained from the

Figure 7. Number of fragment combinations by category. Structures
below the bars are simple, manually drawn examples of combinations of
two fragments (red and green); fs: fusion spiro, fe: fusion edge, fb:
fusion bridged, ca: connection annulated, cm: connection monopodal,
cbs: connection bipodal spiro, cbe: connection bipodal edge, cbb:
connection bipodal bridged, and other: aggregation of all other
categories with <1% of the total number of combinations.

Figure 8. Date of first publication of structures in ChEMBL 26. The
data set All refers to all structures in ChEMBL with a document
annotation and a valid publication date (1,770,906 records); for PNPs:
224,662 of 344,394 structures (65.23%). The red line indicates the
percentage of PNPs of the total of published structures in ChEMBL 26
per year. No data were available after the year 2018. The data for 1974
consisted only of two records and was therefore not considered. For
determining the first publication date of compounds, the publication
information from duplicate structures filtered out during preparation
was considered, when available.

Figure 9. Number of PNPs in ChEMBL with or without considering
fragment combination points during PNP annotation (fcp ∓).

Figure 10. Distribution of the number of members per scaffold type in
PNPs. More than half of the data (52.65%) account for scaffold types
with 1−5 members.
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classification of fragment combinations and therefore the
annotation of PNPs would not vary with stereochemistry.
However, we stress that stereochemistry is an important aspect
to be considered in the synthesis of PNPs, since biological
activity may vary with configuration. Thus, in the synthesis of
PNPs following our analysis, the lack of stereochemical
information has to be counterbalanced by the synthesis and
biological evaluation of multiple stereoisomers. We note that in
our related experimental work, we followed this guideline, see
for instance Grigalunas et al.,34 Christoforow et al.,11 and Liu et
al.35

These results demonstrate that PNPs, as defined by us, have,
in fact, been synthesized for at least 45 years, and it can be
concluded that they occur frequently among biologically
relevant small molecules. The frequency of their occurrence in
biologically relevant compounds is a testimony to their
biological relevance and validates the PNP design principle as
a successful and actually historically proven general concept for
the discovery of new bioactive chemical matter and the
exploration of biologically relevant chemical space.

■ DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The npfc package is freely available at https://github.com/
mpimp-comas/npfc. The installation guidelines on the
repository page describe the installation process with all
required dependencies. The initial NP-derived fragments can
be downloaded from the Supporting Information of ref 26. The
ChEMBL 26 data set is accessible using the link from ref 32. A
commercial agreement was necessary for us to use the
Dictionary of Natural Products.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jcim.1c01084.

The structures of the set of 1673 NP-derived fragments
obtained after preparation in SDF format as well as a
molecular grid in PDF, with molecules annotated with
fragment connection labels, the statistics applied to
investigate the distribution shapes of fragment molecule
coverage, and a summary of the results obtained using
benzene as a NP-derived fragment (PDF)
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